
  

Your Value Partner!

OFFSHORE 
Sta� Augmentation

Maintaining an appropriately skilled IT department is one of the most 
important - and costly - components of any organization. Ensuring 
availability of necessary technical and niche skills for critical short-term 
projects can mean having these costly resources sit idle during periods 
of low demand. To control costs it is important that e�ciency and 
�exibility are at the core of the engagement model so that projects can 
be delivered on increasingly tighter budgets without compromising 
quality. IT sta� augmentation seems to be an extension of the "right-
sizing" movement and remains one of the most demanding and 
vigorous marketplaces in the world. 



n Services

resources ready to rapidly respond to shifting requirements. Our experienced team is ready to support strategic and tactical 

Typical savings are 40-60% when compared to onshore rates. 
This provides clients with a mechanism to temporarily augment their 
resource base without breaking their budget.

and experience in desired technologies. They will work with you

 help you in meeting your business goals.

Direct Access:  
You will have direct access to these resources and you can directly assign
 work to them. Working with our resources would be exactly like 
 working with your own employees.

Flexibility: 
Our India facilities are open 24/7, so resources can be available during 
your work day or around the clock as required. Additionally, the team 
size can ramp up and down depending on immediate needs so no 
one is idle and the client is never without required resources.

Skills:  
With extensive in-house expertise across technical and functional areas
 and access to a large resource pool in India, we can supply expertise in 
virtually any application, product, or function to meet your needs.

maximizing the security of your technology and proprietary information. 
Therefore all intellectual property or copyrights of the work done by 
our resources would remain with you.

IP Protection: 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Akidev’s 

Salesforce.com Developers and Admins
Oracle DBAs

Oracle EBS DBAs

Oracle EBS Technical Resources

 .NET application Developers

Dedicated SharePoint Developers

QA Automation Resources

PHP Developers

Android Application Developers

Windows Mobile Programmers

iPhone & iPad Application Developers

. .....  ....

Akidev o�ers the comprehensive skills our clients expect from 
their o�shore sta� augmentation partner,including:



About
Akidev is one of Silicon Valley’s leading services organizations  providing  technology  consulting, 
management  consulting,  compliance consultingand outsourcing services - but our real strength 
comes   from   combining   these   services   to  address  our  clients’  needs. Be it Web, Cloud or Mobile, we 
have  competencies  to  deliver  what  is  best  for  our  clients.  We  don’t  classify  ourselves  as a company 
that  pretends to be  ‘Cloud only’  fo c u s e d   o r  ‘M o b i l e  only’ focused or for that matter, any 



 

Your Value Partner!

Contact us today at :  to learn more! 

 U.S.        :    1320 Decoto Road, Suite # 110, Union City, CA 94587

 INDIA    :      ,  E-1, Sector 63,  Noida - 201 301. India


